No matter our age or how healthy we are, anyone can be diagnosed with a severe illness or experience a major trauma. Over the years, experts have proposed many ways to help people understand what they're going through when they receive a shocking diagnosis. Experts want to help and can help, but they will never experience another person's feelings. Adversity is always a miserable thing. In this article, it is argued that we don't find any reason or any justice in a serious chronic illness or severe disability.
Open Journal of Philosophy or disability, like any other experience, may be seen as part of the learning what life is. After a prolonged illness or a terrifying accident life really changes. Reestablish the status quo is impossible. The well-known neurologist Sacks (1976) believed that "in examining disease, we gain wisdom about anatomy and physiology and biology. In examining the person with disease, we gain wisdom about life." But he doesn't mean that a long period of suffering can bring wisdom and compassion to the sick.
Anyway, it is during a long period hospitalized and debilitating that people may find time to question their values and their beliefs. Because it is the illness or an unexpected impairment that makes things that were considered banal before take on an inestimable value, as to walk or to see, to get out and about or to work. And we may learn that when we are the one who needs help, we cannot expect people to put us before themselves. As a matter of fact, "if you truly want to be respected by people you love, you must prove to them that you can survive without them," as Johnson (2016) said.
But it would be wonderful if we could also learn that a person is more than just a physical body. It seems to others that someone afflicted with terminal illness is just a fragile, ill-articulated, ill-treated body. In fact, we only understand that a person is more than his or her physical body when we see someone we love dying. The body remains there-but we know that the personality we knew and loved has gone. Nevertheless, no person will ever experience what another person is going through in the exact same way. Experts on health care are very impersonal. Day after day, side by side with suffering and misery, they learn to examine any situation in an analytical and intellectual way. They say they understand. But we only come to understand that old age, illness, sadness and insanity are terribly ugly when we receive a shocking diagnosis. Then we come to understand because we have crossed the bridge.
Courage and determination are not enough to overcome any disease or any disability, a medical problem which needs a medical solution. But knowledge of the situation helps. The mysteries of biology are already being unveiled. Anyone who has an incurable disease should be a student of his/her own condition. It is important to tell other people about our hits and misses so that they can learn from our triumphs and mistakes. It is always better to foresee danger. Ambrosio (2010) wrote that "If opening your eyes, or getting out of bed, or holding a spoon, or combing your hair is the daunting Mount Everest you climb today, that is okay". No, it's not okay. No one deserves a chronic, degenerative disease. "Disease, not death, is the real enemy" Nuland (1995) wrote. Schweitzer thinks that "Behind every chronic illness is just a person trying to find their way in the world" because "we're just dealing with unwanted limitations in our hero's journey." And he goes on: "anyone who has a terrible disease wants to find love and be loved and be happy just like their family and friends". Nevertheless, it's only on being tightened that a screw reveals its quality. Real and above all, they must keep going. We cannot compensate them for the pain or for the absurdity of the illness or the disability. We cannot undo what is done-but we can try. It is not the same thing, but it is equivalent.
And when it is time to go, let them go. As Nuland (1995) We can accept the inexorable decline of the ageing. Bobbio (1992) Enjoy the glorious kindness we have sown and succor in our branches those who seek the shade and comfort offered to the weak!
Conclusion
We don't find any reason or any justice in a serious chronic illness or severe disability. Hence, any person in this situation deserves solidarity. Solidarity is not just a sounding long word to be written on the posters of protesters, used in speeches by politicians or declaimed by intellectuals in their domains. Solidarity is a sentiment to be held in the heart. But we know it's not always like that. Hoffer (2018) wrote: It is easier to love humanity as a whole than to love one's neighbor. So, when we receive a terrifying diagnosis, we should learn with the poet Cecília Meirelles (2018), I put my dream in a ship and placed the ship upon the sea.
Then, I opened the sea with my hands, so that my dream would sink.
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